
The Future of Bridge Construction: Discover
the Best Practices and Techniques
Building bridges has always been an essential part of human civilization. Bridges
not only connect two points physically but also symbolize progress and
innovation. Over the years, traditional bridge construction methods have evolved,
and one approach, in particular, is revolutionizing the industry - Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC).

ABC is a construction technique that focuses on reducing construction time,
minimizing traffic disruptions, and increasing bridge longevity. By implementing
innovative practices and leveraging advanced techniques, bridge builders are
pushing the boundaries of what's possible. In this article, we explore the best
practices and techniques applied in Accelerated Bridge Construction, showcasing
the future of bridge engineering.

1. Prefabrication: Engineering Precision and Efficiency

Prefabrication is at the core of Accelerated Bridge Construction. This method
involves constructing bridge components off-site in a controlled environment,
reducing potential weather-related delays and improving quality control. Using
precast concrete elements and other prefabricated materials, bridge builders can
swiftly assemble structures, decreasing project completion times.
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An advantage of prefabrication is the ability to engineer elements with precision,
thus minimizing errors and increasing safety. Prefabricated bridge components
are designed to exact specifications, ensuring they fit perfectly during on-site
assembly. This accuracy speeds up the construction process, resulting in
enhanced efficiency and reduced costs.

2. Slide-In Bridge Construction: Minimizing Disruptions

Say goodbye to traffic jams and long delays caused by bridge construction. Slide-
in Bridge Construction (SIBC) is a remarkable technique that enables building
entire bridge sections offline and sliding them into place. This method significantly
minimizes traffic disruptions, keeping commuters moving while the bridge is
under construction.

SIBC involves constructing the bridge superstructure in nearby temporary
locations, typically using precast concrete. Once completed, hydraulic jacks are
utilized to slide the sections onto their permanent supports. By utilizing this
technique, the construction process is expedited, ensuring prompt completion of
bridge projects without major roadway disruptions.
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3. Self-Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT): Heavy Lifting Made
Easy

Moving massive bridge components can be a logistical challenge. Enter the Self-
Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT), a game-changer in bridge construction.
SPMTs are large, multi-axle platforms equipped with wheels, allowing them to
carry tremendous loads with precision and control.

Using SPMTs, bridge components can be easily transported from manufacturing
sites to construction locations. These modular transporters can navigate
challenging terrains, ensuring on-time delivery of bridge materials. SPMTs reduce
the need for specialized cranes and extensive coordination, making the
construction process more efficient and cost-effective.

4. Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC): Stronger and More
Durable Bridges

When it comes to building sturdy and long-lasting bridges, Ultra-High
Performance Concrete (UHPC) is a fundamental component. UHPC is a cutting-
edge material with superior strength, increased durability, and excellent
resistance to environmental factors.

UHPC is capable of creating complex innovative bridge designs. This advanced
material also eliminates the need for traditional reinforcing steel, further
streamlining the construction process. Overall, UHPC contributes to the creation
of stronger, more resilient bridges that will withstand the test of time.

5. Pre-stressed Concrete Girders: Reinforcing Structure Integrity

Pre-stressed concrete girders are an integral part of ABC, providing enhanced
structural integrity to bridge designs. These girders consist of precast concrete
with embedded steel strands that are tensioned before installation. This pre-



stressing process improves load-carrying capacity, reduces deflection, and
prevents cracking.

Using pre-stressed concrete girders ensures the bridge's longevity, enhancing its
resistance to natural forces, such as earthquakes and strong winds. These
girders minimize the requirement for additional maintenance and repairs,
resulting in efficient and cost-effective infrastructure.

Accelerated Bridge Construction is reshaping the future of bridge engineering. By
adopting innovative practices and leveraging cutting-edge techniques, the
industry is advancing towards more efficient, cost-effective, and durable bridge
construction. Prefabrication, Slide-In Bridge Construction, Self-Propelled Modular
Transporters, Ultra-High Performance Concrete, and Pre-stressed Concrete
Girders are just a few of the game-changing tools and methods that are
spearheading this transformation.

As our society continues to grow and evolve, the need for well-designed and
robust bridges becomes increasingly vital. The best practices and techniques of
Accelerated Bridge Construction pave the way for safer, faster, and more
sustainable bridge infrastructure, connecting communities and delivering
progress.
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The traveling public has no patience for prolonged, high cost construction
projects. This puts highway construction contractors under intense pressure to
minimize traffic disruptions and construction cost. Actively promoted by the
Federal Highway Administration, there are hundreds of accelerated bridge
construction (ABC) construction programs in the United States, Europe and
Japan. Accelerated Bridge Construction: Best Practices and Techniques provides
a wide range of construction techniques, processes and technologies designed to
maximize bridge construction or reconstruction operations while minimizing
project delays and community disruption.

Describes design methods for accelerated bridge substructure construction;
reducing foundation construction time and methods by using pile bents

Explains applications to steel bridges, temporary bridges in place of detours
using quick erection and demolition

Covers design-build systems' boon to ABC; development of software; use of
fiber reinforced polymer (FRP)

Includes applications to glulam and sawn lumber bridges, precast concrete
bridges, precast joints details; use of lightweight aggregate concrete,
aluminum and high-performance steel
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